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a new kind of holiday might play no small part in that important 
function of education the education for leisure. 

The second stage would concern rock climbing on lines that have 
been indicated, and would be only for those who had done the first 
part. In ten days or a fortnight a large number of the straightforward 
climbs in the district could be done, and the more promising climbers 
could be taken on to harder routes, and given a chance to .. develop 
leadership. A great deal of organisation would be involved if large 
numbers were to go through the course. The small party I have been 
associated with has kept me fully occupied during the meet, but with 
a large number of interested and responsible leaders much more might 
be done, limited only by the amount of climbing our country can offer. 
Here we are up against the difficulty indicated at the start, and I dread 
to think of the effect on our climbs, already often worn far too smooth. 
Many of us, too, are bound to dislike the influx of yet more people 
into our hills. Still, for those who could get such an introduction to 
rock climbing, the training received in the first stage would be very 
greatly enhanced, for there is no sport which is better calculated to 
develop powers of endurance and leadership, or to foster the spirit of 
self reliance in the individual and of responsibility for the team. 

MOUNTAINS UNDER DEEP SNOW 

BY T. C. PAYNTER 

HOSE who lived in mountain valleys climbed in summer before 
ski were thought of, and when ski arrived to make the winter 
more enjoyable, thanked God for them. Of those who visit 

the mountains for pleasure, few but the English take their pleasure 
seriously enough to quarrel about it ; and it is probable that no country 
but England could have produced two sets of people who take pleasure 
from mountains in different ways at different times of the year, and 
who are apt to regard one another with a vague hostility tending, 
from time to time, to produce open controversy. . 

Pure skiers have always been more numerous than mountaineers, 
and it is _probable that they always will be, because skiing is cheaper, 
easier, and on the whole much safer than climbing ; but despite the 
popularity of skiing, one cannot conceive a Swiss guide deriding winter 
sport as a commercial innovation, or any member of a reputable Swiss 
ski club apostrophising a fellow countryman as insane because he 
preferred summer mountaineering. 

Many British ski runners have learnt through winter skiing to love 
mountain country, and taken to climbing because they wished to 
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enlarge their horizon. Fewer British climbers have learnt to ski, 
because they normally visit the mountains only in summer, when there 
is little incentive to learn. Skiing is a separate sport, and comparisons 
are odious ; but that part of skiing technique which enables a moun
taineer to climb in spring, and even in winter, as well as in the summer, 
has become a necessary part of the knowledge of any young professional 
guide. 

It mattered little in time of peace that the majority of British climbers 
could not ski or use sno'v shoes, and that few British skiers gave a 
thought to mountaineering ; but it was disconcerting when the 
dogs of war made unexpected demands upon us, to discover the im
plications of this lopsided tendency. Good mountaineers were to be· 
seen tumbling about on ski, which they were reluctant to don and eager 
to take off at the earliest possible moment, while young .men who had 
committed the familiar crime of ' turning the mountains into a race 
track ' suffered the alarming experience of leaving terra firma for the 
insecure delights of steep rock and narrow ridge. Being expert 
neither in climbing nor in skiing, but able to pass muster ·at both, I 
·~ave watched with sadistic pleasure the struggles of skiers on rock and 
the antics of climbers on ski ! 

Lopsided knowledge made it difficult to produce rapidly a large 
number of fully qualified military instructors war having no close 
season either in winter or in summer and while it would be imprudent, 
and possibly unfair, to suggest that those responsible for teaching 
military mountaineering have been prejudiced either one way or the 
other by reason of their own personal experience, the danger must 
often arise. As an instructor both in North Wales and in Canada I 
have seen something of the difficulties. Ingenious distribution of 
duties and clever improvisation have overcome them. They would 
never have arisen if, in the first place, we had had a larger pool of men 
with both summer and winter experience upon which to draw. . 

However, we must not consider only military necessity, which we 
hope is over now. If British climbers are to enjoy the future of 
mountaineering with as catholic an outlook and range of opportunity 
as the men of other countries, the problem of crossing winter snow 
by ski or by some other means, without prejudice to the actual assault 
upon the mountain, must finally be faced and overcome. It would 
be impertinent to say anything of the past. The older generations of 
British climbers made little use of ski because they had not grown up 
with them ; and they, as a rule, are the last to criticise those who use 
ski or snow shoes to extend their climbing season. 

It is obviously more difficult to climb mountains when they are 
covered with deep snow, and the range within the limits of legitimate 
risk "rill be smaller. '\T ery steep rock will be clear of snow, but may 
be iced ; and hours of exposure 1n 1ow tempera:tures will be more 
than human hands can endure, even if the rest of the body can stand 
the chill. Ice slopes are often no cold er in winter than in summer, 
~nd provided that the initial fall of winter snow has clung safely to 
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the underlying neve, and the successive layers ,are stable o~ one anothe·r t 
and that the actual going time lies within the available hours of daylight 
or moonlight, any snow mountain should '·go.': For that matter it 
should be as easy to bivou~c in winter as in summer, and for those 
who are hardy enough opportunity becomes limited only by the weight 
that a man can carry. : 
, Lists ·of first winter ascents of peaks which few have. the opportunity 
to visit can carry little weight in the argument, especially when they 
lie in mountain country where, as an ·obvious corollary, the smal~er 
summits by reason of their number and inaccessibility have received . 
little attention ; and I will not repeat information given by Major 
T. A. H. Peacocke in his article in the May issue. Though he has 
not mentioned all the peaks and passes climbed for the first time in 
winter, he has given a fair sample. l ·would make only one comment~ 
It is important that many of the ascents which he describes were eithev 
made, or repeated within a few days, by large numbers of soldiers,. 
often heavily laden and with little or- no guidance ; and that most of 
these men had had only a few weeks of training on rock and on ski. 
On more than one occasion large parties, only one of whom had previ
ously made the ascent,, disappeared entirely without instructors and 
returned in good shape having . ' made their objective.' The climbs 
on which they went alone may not have been difficult ; but they were 
hard enough "to have prompted the professional guide to demand his 
so· or 8o francs, and the risks which it was wise ~0 take in training 
valuable men were clearly limited. Seldom if ever were their leaders 
fully extended, and given the opportunity they could have done much 
more. The ease with which these men, virtually novices, climbed 
peaks of around Io,ooo ft. guarded by steep ridges; in winter conditions~ 
is perhaps a sign which way the wind is blowing. 

The two greatest problems of climbing in winter or in spring are 
suitable boots, and a suitable conveyance to the upper slopes. As the 
type of boot depends to some extent upon whether ski or snow shoes 
are used, conveyance must be considered first. The wide use of ski 
in the northern countries, and their almost exclusive use in Central 
Europe, speak loudly in their favour; · but their one drawback, weight, 
forces us to consider the only known alternative. The mind leaps at 
once to the several attempts to compromise, and to save weight : com
bined ski and racquet, short ' summer ' ski, etc. But; as will be seen,. 
none of these really solves the problem. They are rightly regarded as 
second best only because they produce fresh problems of balance and 
self-adjustment which cause extra fatigue and loss of time .. 

The lightest form of snow shoe proper is a small oval hoop of wood 
strung with light cord or raw hide, such as the Truger. It is admirable 
for supporting the feet in snow already partly trodden, or for cutting· 
wood or working around a camp in the snow. In deep soft snow,, 
however, not only do the feet sink right in, but unless help is at .hand, 
the wearer will remain a prisoner I There are many types and sizes o£· 
snow shoe, but the only really effective shoe for covering long distances~ 
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iQ. de~p sp.ow is the full sized 'trail ' snow shoe, with an upwarQ. 
curve. at the front to ride .over the deep snow and a long heel to steady 
the movement. These are at least four foot long from tip to tip, and 
unle~s the clim_ber restricts himself to a return by the same route, caQ 
be ~n awkward load o~ . the upper slopes of a mountain. It is possible 
that folding · snow shoes exist, but the writer has never seen a pair. . 

. ·Generalis.ations .. reg~tding weight are always dangerous, but it is 
probable that efficient snow shqes will be only thirty per cent. lighter 
than standc;tr~ ski for a man of the same height and build,. the saving 
l;>.eing certainly no more than a couple· of pounds. When climbing, 
hauling uphill,~ or negotiating exceptionally deep snow, the snow shoe 
is more efficient ; but its shorter base increases the tendency to break 
through on snow-covered glacier, it is much slower on the level or 
over undulating ground, and in the descent there is no comparison; 
even when the rope is in use~ 

.The build of ski is governed by certain broad general principles 
which any non""\skier can understand. A long ski is steadier when 
running ~traigh~ ; a short ski is easier to manreuvre. A ski with too 
n;1uch bearing surface' is clumsy and uncontrollable ; a ski with too 
$·J:U.all a surface cuts deeply into the snow and trips the skier. There is 
a certain optimum bearing surface for each individual. . Consider now 
the width of ski : if they are much narrower than the boot, like the 
type made for long distance travel over frozen tracks, the projecting 
side of tb~ boot will cut into the slope on a traverse, which is most 
uncomfortable ; if they are broader than the bo<;>t, the strain on the 
~nkle when traversing and supporting the weight on., the inner edge, 
soon causes fatigue. There is therefore an optimum width (7 to 8 cm .. 
under the. boot) ; and by dividing this into the optimum bearing 
surface, we arrive at .an optimum length, which i~ between 200 and 
239 cm. according to w~ight. Ideal length depends more on weight 
than on height. A skilful runner will tend to use a longer ski. How• 
ever, it will be seen that there is p.ot much useful variation. Experi~ 
m~nts have. been tried with ski of all shapes and sizes; and admittedly 
condition$ will arise, independent of altitude or season, which may 
,permit a reduction of bearing surface. But a man who has learnt to 
~~i' properly will be able to manage ski up to his normal standard 
l~1:1gth in all places where it is possible to ski at all, and will find them · 
better suit~d to his purpose. Freak ski \vill . merely make balance 
.more difficult and produce ~ fr~sh problems of control when the skier 
is already handicapped by a load and, probably, very variable snow. 

Full length ski cannot possibly be carried on the rucksack along a 
narrow ridge ; but folding ski have been manufactured, and though 
their presence will be an embarrassment conditions may arise, when 
crossing a high pass or making an easy traverse, when it will be worth 
while to suffer ~hat embarrassment. It will mainly be one of weight. 
Modern ski with all-metal attachments to the boot run less risk of 
-~~mage, if they have to be pulled up on the rope, than the network of 
.thongs and straps which _make a ' trail ' snow shoe. . 
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Ski sticks are an additional complication, but the climber who 
carries an axe will never need to use them to make a belay irt snow, ·and 
split .cane sticks can be made to weigh only a few ounces. Ice..:ax.es 
that turn into ski sticks have been tried, and found wanting.. ·Th~ 
shaft of the axe is too short for skiing, and unless the head is removable 
(and removable heads have their vagaries) the skier may find himself 
committing hari-kari with the pick. : · · 

A climber of the older genera_tion once said to the writer : ' 'I could 
not possibly climb in ski boots. They are much too heavy and clumsy/ 
We got out a pair of ski boots and a pair of climbing boots and eo m~ 
pared the two. The latter were much larger and heavier. · The solu-:' 
tion of the problem of the all-purpose boot has come with the rubber 
sole. Ski boots have long been made with crepe rubber soles, t'o 
prevent the snow from balling between the· boot and the ·ski. · The 
advantage on steep snow of a boot that will not ball is obvious; and 
though when the rubber is vulcanised and studded to improve the 
grip, balling again becomes possible, it is still far less frequent than 
with a nailed boot and can be minimised by cutting the studs with a 
sloping face where they are contiguous.. The ·absence. o~1 nails goes 
far to eliminate cold feet, and the use of thick felt inner soles, though 
it raises the boot still further from the ski and causes a slight loss of 
control unimportant where high speed skiing is needless and dangerous 
-produces further comfortable insulation. 
· Boots of this type are ideal on steep snow. They cling. surprisingly 
well on quite small-rock projections. Their limitations on difficult rock 
ascents (i.e. above ' difficult ' Lakeland standards) matter little, 
because among high mountains winter temperatures anyhow forbid 
long hours of slow individual movement. They can be dangerous 
on wet or icy rock, though care can minimise the danger ; and their 
behaviour on ice, though plausible in steps overlaid with 'ice chips, 
makes the use of crampons essential for any serious wotk. · 

The non-skier is apt to recoil from any type· of compromise boot 
which has a square toe. If the broad arrows formed by the junctions 
·of the straight front and the sides cannot be used to advantage when 
climbing_, it should be possible to eliminate them. The only essentials 
for adapting the boot to the ski are the thin strips of brass fitted ori 
either side of the toe to the upper edge of the welt, and a fairly rigid 
sole. If the feet are let further into the ski toe irons, the brass strips 
can be set further back and the toe can be rounded off. This would 
be dangerous fot; high speed skiing, because it gives a rigidity of control 
,which only a few experts can safely enjoy ; but the ski ~ountaineer 
should never ski fast. As regards the sole, insufficient rigidity is one 
of the few criticisms which Swiss bootmakers have ever levelled against . 
the makers of English climbing boots. 

It is clearly undesirable to carry two pairs of boots, and even if the 
snow shoe is preferred it will be .desirable to dispense with the moccasin. 
If a folding snow shoe can be designed· and the difficulties should not 
be insuperable its advantages should not be ignored : it would b'e 
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lighter, ea.Sier uphill, a~d able to go higher, in the sense that it could 
be used on steep broken ground where the ski is unprofitable. · It is 
·;n~cessary to defend the ~now ·shoe only because the apparent merits 
<>f ski,. an:d the current preference for their use, are so pronounced. 
lit remains only to be -said, with some insistence, that both ski and snow 
shoe are of little permanent help except in their proper and normal 
shape and size, decided after years of experiment by those who use 
them for the sal<,e of travel as opposed to climbing, and that because of 
their size they must be made to e?llapse or fold up, in order that when 
.necessity arises they may be· carried over all but the most difficult 
.ground, and that when the climber is reduced to hauling them up 
on the rope, they may offer the smallest hostage to fortune and have 
the least possible affection for projecting spikes of rock and the perma
nent hospitality of narrow chimneys . 
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BY ·H. W. TILMAN 

HE purist 11:eed not raise his eyebrows. This has nothing to 
do with the latest technique of the ' tooth and nail ' school for 
overcoming the ' more than perpendicular ' walls that abound 

in the Dolomites. Indeed there is nothing at all about serious climbing. 
It was my good fortune ~o spend the winter of 1944- 45 in the moun

tains of north-east Italy, ostensibly with a view to prosecuting the 
partisan. war there, in reality to see some hills for a change. After 
two abortive attempts we were dropped or, in official jargon, infiltrated 
·.at the end of August near Asiago. With luck one sh9uld land like a 
piece of rather clumsy thistledown, but this time I sat down with no 
ordinary violence on a lump of rock, and for two days I was unable to 
·stand. A more incurable misfortune, however, was the loss of our 
kit, which in my case, included a camera and a valued pipe ; for after 
we three ' bodies ' had leapt unwillingly out into the night, cloud 
obscured the target and the aircraft went home taking with it the rest 
of the cargo. ·Whether the R.A.F. were really trying I cannot say, 
but it was riot until Christmas that we got as much as a fresh shirt 
or a change of socks. We became halting disciples of Socrates, striving 
to accept the master's dictum that ' to want nothing is divine, to want . 
as little ~ as possible is the nearest approach to the divine.' . 

During the autumn the war obtruded itself and led directly to our 
first mountain experience which might well appear under the stirring 
heading of ' Three Nights on Le Vette ' ; though anyone seeing the 
mountain, an . unattractive grass-topped lump with precipitous sides 
of crumbling -rock, might wonder why we should want to spend three 
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